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INCIDENT REPORT
Complete sections A, B, C & D. Sign, date and submit to your supervisor / instructor within 24 hours of the incident.
This symbol denotes additional field/section information - please hover/mouse over text to view.
..\information-icon-17 on l-grey.jpg
Section A: Tell us about you (person involved in/affected by incident)
Section B: Incident type (check all that applies)
Check all that apply
Section C: Description of Incident
Section D: Emergency Services called or attended (check all that applies)
Check all that apply
If this form is completed by someone other than the person identified in Section A, please fill out the fields below.
Page 2 to be filled out by supervisor / instructor.
Direct supervisor (or acting) / instructor to complete Sections E & F.
Sign, date and submit to Safety and Security within 24 hours. 
If injury to student, also send copy to Student Services. 
If injury to employee, also send copy to HR. WCB form will also need to be filled out.
This symbol denotes additional field/section information - please hover/mouse over text to view.
..\information-icon-17 on l-grey.jpg
Section E: Supervisor / Instructor
Section F: Follow up
Material damage?
damage to the property of Yukon College, or the person(s) involved or any other damage witnessed/known that occurred as a result of this incident
Is further follow-up required?
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